
PARIS: French building conglomerate Vinci said
yesterday it was adding Gatwick airport,
Britain’s second-busiest, to the dozens of hubs it
already owns, booking a majority stake for
nearly three billion pounds. The purchase of
Gatwick, which is Europe’s eight-biggest airport
and runs the busiest single runway in the world,
comes only months before Britain is to leave the
European Union.

The proximity of Brexit “probably helped us
close the deal”, Nicolas Notebaert, Vinci Air-
ports chief, told a telephone conference. The ab-
sence of a Brexit deal with the EU could cause
major air travel problems as both sides would no
longer recognize each other’s aviation safety
standards.

Vinci said it will own a 50.01-percent stake
in Gatwick thanks to the deal worth £2.9 billion
($3.7 billion, 3.2 billion euros) by the end of June.
Gatwick made headlines last week when it
closed its runway repeatedly due to reports of
mystery drone sightings nearby, impacting
nearly 140,000 passengers.

Best known for motorways 
Vinci is best-known for being one of the

world’s biggest construction companies, em-
ploying close to 200,000 people across the
globe, and for running motorways in France.

But the company has also been buying up

airports-most recently in Brazil, Japan and Ser-
bia-making it “a top 5 global player in the inter-
national airport sector”, according to a
statement by Gatwick. One of its best-known
airports is the hub of Portugal’s capital Lisbon.

With the latest acquisition, Vinci Airports will
control 46 airports in 12 countries with a total
traffic of 228 million passengers a year. Gatwick,
which in Britain is second only to Heathrow, will
become the biggest airport in Vinci’s portfolio,
making the purchase “a major strategic move”,
the French company said.

“The transaction represents a rare opportu-
nity to acquire an airport of such size and quality
and fits extremely well with Vinci Concessions’
long-term investment horizon,” it said.

Gatwick’s CEO Stewart Wingate said there
would be no management or operational
changes to the “immediate” running of the air-
port. He said the deal would mean “continuity
but also further investment for passengers”.
Global Infrastructure Partners, the current own-
ers of Gatwick, will hold on to 49.99 percent in
the airport.

Gatwick’s only runway hit a world record of
950 flights in a day in 2017, Vinci said.

“The airport constantly innovates in all areas
of operations (for example passenger self-bag-
gage drop, aircraft queuing systems, parking
products) and reaches very high level of opera-

tional efficiency,” it said.
“The whole Vinci Airports network will ben-

efit from Gatwick Airport’s world-class manage-
ment and operational excellence, which has
allowed it to deliver strong and steady growth in

a very constrained environment,” Notebaert said
in a statement. Vinci’s share price stood 0.3 per-
cent higher at 70.70 euros in midday Paris trad-
ing, slightly outperforming the overall bourse
index.  —AFP 
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LONDON: Passengers queue with their luggage near the Departures hall in the South Terminal building at Lon-
don Gatwick Airport, south of London. —AFP

China’s industrial 
profits suffer first 
drop in 3 years
BEIJING: Earnings at China’s industrial firms in
November dropped for the first time in nearly
three years, as slackening external and domestic
demand left businesses facing more strain in 2019
in a sign of rising risks to the world’s second-
largest economy.

The gloomy data points to a further loss of
economic momentum as a trade dispute with the
United States piles pressure on China’s vast
manufacturing sector and as firms, bracing for a
tough year ahead, shelve their investment plans,
executives say.

Industrial profits fell 1.8 percent in November
from a year earlier to 594.8 billion yuan ($86.33
billion), the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS)
said on its website yesterday. It marked the first
decline since December 2015. The fall in profits
largely reflected slowing growth in sales and pro-
ducer prices as well as rising costs, He Ping of the
statistics bureau said in a statement accompany-
ing the data.

Economists expect earnings to continue to
worsen next year, weighed down by smaller gains
in industrial prices due to cooling demand, with

some even warning of the risk of deflation.
“Soft economic indicators such as producer

prices, industrial output and orders all point to fur-
ther pressure on corporate profitability,” said Nie
Wen, a Shanghai-based analyst at Hwabao Trust,
adding that firms’ revenues have been hit by
shrinking demand.

“Industrial profits next year might very well
post a 5-10 percent decline on average.”

In November, China’s factory price growth
slowed to the weakest pace in two years as do-
mestic demand lost further momentum. “Survival
is paramount for us (next year) - we will be more
cautious with our investments,” Jiang Ming, chair-
man of Henan-based Tianming Group that has
businesses in healthcare, construction and finance,
told Reuters. “We also need to maintain better
cashflows and save our ammunition to prepare for
the tight, tough and difficult days ahead.” China’s
economy expanded at the slowest pace last quar-
ter since the global financial crisis, hit by a years-
long deleveraging campaign, cooling property
market and a trade dispute with the United States,
and is expected to cool further next year.

The growing pressure has prompted the gov-
ernment to roll out a range of measures to juice up
demand. In a key annual economic conference held
this month the country’s top leaders said they will
ratchet up support for the economy in 2019 by
cutting taxes and keeping liquidity ample, while
promising to push forward trade negotiations with
the United States. —Reuters

US Fed chairman’s
job ‘100%’ safe: 
Trump advisor
WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump has
no intention of firing the chairman of the Fed-
eral Reserve, despite his barrages of criticism
against the central bank, White House eco-
nomic advisor Kevin Hassett said Wednesday.

“Yes, of course, 100 percent,” Hassett said
when asked on ABC television whether Fed
boss Jerome Powell would keep his job. Has-
sett also downplayed jitters over the eco-
nomic outlook, following plummeting stock
market prices.

“All the anecdotal information we’re getting
is that the fundamentals remain extremely
sound,” Hassett said, as Wall Street bounced
back from its most recent losses.

Hassett said that Christmas-period shop-
ping had been “through the roof” and that the
economy was still expanding at a good pace,
with “the momentum that we saw this year...
carrying over to next year.” The Trump advisor
likewise sought to calm nerves triggered by
revelations that Treasury Secretary Steve
Mnuchin phoned the CEOs of America’s
biggest banks last weekend to check that they
have healthy liquidity levels.

The calls-apparently meant to demonstrate
the White House’s grip on the volatile situa-
tion-backfired by sparking concerns that the

government might be worried about a run on
the banks.

“Secretary Mnuchin talks to bankers all the
time, practically every day and you know, the
markets clearly are focused on downside risk
for next year and it’s important to gather in-
formation from the normal sources and from
informal sources and you know,” Hassett said.
“We’ve all been doing that really quite a bit
over the few weeks.”

Hassett said that the ongoing budget im-
passe in which swaths of the federal govern-
ment are going without funding, due to
Congress’ refusal to authorize Trump’s de-
mand for more money on a US-Mexico border
barrier, would not harm the economy. “A few
weeks shutdown is not going to be something
that has any kind of significant effect on the
outlook,” he said. —AFP
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